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were as expected limited The most important
shift was in the vote over the admission of Com
mumst China already mentioned
The 1970s were declared a Second UN De
velopment Decade under which the developed
countries are to toe asked to contribute 1 per cent
of their gross national product to overseas aid
and a corps of UK volunteers on Peace Corps
lines is to be set up Pew experts expect that
more than a handful of the developed nations will
actually make the recommended diversion of
lesources to overseas aid
A draft treaty banning the use of the seabed
for weapons of mass destruction was approved by
the Assembly The draft treaty has however
been widely criticised on the grounds that it bans
something which none of the nuclear powers ac
tually want to do Neither of the two nuclear
powers has any plans for fixed nuclear weapons
on the seabed considering submarine launched
missiles technically and strategically preferable
The African group put forward numerous resolu
tions condemning apartheid and white minority
rule m South Africa Rhodesia and the Portuguese
colonies Condemnation of apartheid was one of
the points in the 2oth anniversary declaration
The existing arms embargo m South Africa was
strengthened The British prime minister Mr
Edward Heath managed however to avoid all
mention of his government s plans to sell arms to
South Africa in his speeches to the General
Assembly The French however announced a
ban on the sale of certain categories of weapons
to South Africa
The Assembly also in various resolutions put
pressure on Israel to resume unconditionally the
indirect negotiations with the Arab countries
which earlier hi 1970 had been toroken ofl by
Israel on the grounds that the Egyptians had
violated the Suez standstill by deploying missiles
near the Suez Canal
WESTERN EUROPEAN ORGANISATIONS
1 Introduction
This outline is an attempt to explain the various
organisations through which European countries
are trying to co operate The destruction, hi
Europe in the Second World War emphasised the
need for greater union both for recovery and for
defence A bewildering array of organisations
has sprung up They differ in form in function
and in membership Some overlap in function
Some are much less effective than others The
edifice is not moreover built on a single har
monious plan Beneath the edifice are two differ
ent kinds of foundations that is to say two rival
theories These two theories (the federalist and
the functionalist) are explained as the story un
folds The story traces four main streams—the
military the political the economic and the
scientific and technological—and describes the
bodies which evolved hi each stream
 of the Invitation mads in 1947 toy Mr Marshall
(then U S Secretary of State) to the European
countries to draft a programme to pat Europe on
her feet economically The U S.A was ready to
give this aid and it was in Its own interest as well
to do so if the countries concerned would agree
on co operation and plin their needs In March
1948 the countries concerned created the Organisa
tion for European Economic Co operation (OEEC)
to administer the programme of aid This tody
was replaced by the Organisation for European
Co operation and Development in 1961
The Brussels Treaty, 1848 was the other main
source of the West European organisations In
March 1948 Britain France and the Benelux
countries (Belgium Holland and Luxembourg)
agreed at Brussels to pursue a common policy on
economic political and military collaboration
and to promote a better understanding of tha
principles which form the basis of the common
civilisation of Western Europe It also provided
for the creation of a Consultative Council, This
Council when formed was the Council of Europe
and it is described below together with an
account of all the organisations which stemmed
from the Treaty Italy and the German Federal
Eepubho joined the Brussels Treaty Organisation
hi May 1955 which then became the Western
European Union
2 Military Organisations
The Brussels Treaty and the Western tin on
Defence Organisation
As we have seen under the Brussels Treaty so
far back as 1948 the five Western Powers con
cerned pledged themselves to military collabora
tion and hi the same year they formed the
Western Union Defence Organisation At that
tune pohcy was being framed by a fear of a
revival of German aggression But in time thia
fear was replaced by distrust of the Soviet Union
There were two developments In the course of
seven years the Western Union Defence Orgamsa
tion waa transformed by the inclusion of the
German Federal Reputohc itself and of Italy into
a larger body called the Western European Union.
How this change came about is described in the
following paragraphs which tell the story of the
creation of the new Federal Republic of Germany
the proposal for a European Defence Community
(which did not materialise) and the eventual
emergence of Western European Union (in 1955)
The second seauel of a military character of the
Brussels Treaty waa the creation of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) Whereas
WEU is a regional organisation NATO has an
even larger range as its members include Canada
and the U S .A. An account of NATO follows the
story to which we now turn of the emergence
of the new German Republic and its eventual
incorporation in WEU
 
Historic Origin of European Unity
Sully the famous Minister of Henry IV King of
France outlined in 1688 a proposal for achieving
European unity and putting an end to war in
Europe He called it the Giand Design It
was revived in modern dress by Monsieur Briand
the French Prune Minister in 1929 During the
War (1943) the concept of a United Europe which
should be created after victory was won was out
lined toy Sir Winston Churchill and he returned to
the subject in his famous speech at Zurich Univer-
sity in 1946
Two Starting Points   European Recovery Pro-
gramme and the Brussels Treaty
There were two main sources of the present
numerous European bodies The first was the
European Recovery Programme tn 1947 (EBP)
and the second was the Brussels Treaty of 1948
The European Recovery Plan was popularly
known as the Marshall Plan as It wad the result
 Government of Germany after the War
As a result of Germany 6 unconditional sur
render on June 5 1945 all power in Germany was
transferred to the Governments of the four pnn
cipal Allies By decisions at Potsdam in 1945 that
power was exercised toy the Commanders in Chief
of the U S A the United Kingdom the Soviet
Union and France each, being responsible in his
own zone of occupation On matters affecting
Germany as a whole the four would toe jointly
responsible as members of the Control Council.
Berhn was divided into four sectors of occupation
The London Conference 1947 of the four Foreign
Ministers concerned failed to agree on a joint
German settlement Unfortunately the effect
was to set in motion political and economic
developments which were speedily to make
Germany the battleground of the conflict of Ideas
between Soviet Russia and the Western Powers.
The Allied Control Council could no longer func
tion efficiently and toy the end of 1948 fora Power

